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1. Introduction
For a bounded open set U cz C, we denote by i/°°(E7) the collection of all bounded
analytic functions on U. We let X denote bdy (U), the boundary of U, Y denote the
polynomial hull of U (the complement of the unbounded component of C \X), and U*
denote int (F), the interior of Y. We denote the sup norm of a function / : A -> C by

Il/L:
||/IU = sup {|/(2)|: zeA}.
We denote the space of all analytic polynomials by C[2], and we denote the open unit
disc by D and the unit circle by S1.
This paper concerns the possibility of approximating a function feH^iU), using
only polynomials which satisfy the same control as |/| on a prescribed subset S cz U.
This kind of approximation was first considered by O. J. Farrell, and has been
studied by Rubel and Stray (cf. [4]).
Definition. Let f / c C be a bounded open set, and Fez clos(U) be closed. We
say that (U,F) is a Farrell pair if for each feHco(U), and each e > 0, there exist
pm(z)eC[z], such that
Pm(z)->f(z),

forallzeEMIpJI^H/Hu,

and

\\pm\\P^

\Fnu

We shall characterize the Farrell pairs.
In view of the Farrell-Rubel-Shields Theorem ([2], p. 151), C[2] is pointwise
boundedly dense in Hm(U) if and only if each feHm(U) extends to Hx(£/*), and this
in turn happens if and only if there are components Uv U2, U3,..., of U* and closed sets
Ev E2, Es,..., such that

and the sets En n Un have inner analytic capacity zero. Thus, if we are studying
situations in which C[2] is pointwise boundedly dense in /7m([/), then there is no loss
in generality in assuming that U is a union of some components of U* (i.e. that the
En are empty).
We call a set U an FRS set if it is open and bounded and is a union of components
of its interior U*. Note that the components of an FRvS set are simply connected.
Since we lose nothing essential, we shall work exclusively with FRS sets U.
When U is an FRS set, with components U^ U2, U3,..., we fix a point ane Un and
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let An denote harmonic measure for an on bdy (Un). We set A = 2™ An/2", and call A
a harmonic measure for U. We note that Xn is singular to Am whenever n 4= m. (The
simplest way to see this is to note, firstly, that Um and Un can share at most one
common accessible boundary point, secondly, by Fatou's Theorem, that the
harmonic measure for Un is supported on the set of accessible boundary points, and
thirdly, that harmonic measure contains no point masses.) There is a canonical
isometric injection/W/of Hca(U)->Lco(A). There are a number of equivalent ways of
describing /. One way is to map the nth component Un conformally to D, transfer
/ | Un to a function in //°°(D), take non-tangential limits, a.e. dd, and transfer them
back. This defines/a.e. d\n. Since the various An are mutually-singular, this suffices
to define/. A second way is to use Brownian motion. For our present purposes, the
most relevant is this. We may choose a sequence pm of polynomials converging
pointwise boundedly on U to / , and converging A-a.e. See [2], (VI-5-2). The limit
is/
For each n, we fix a conformal map <pn: Un^D. Even though <j)n need not extend
continuously to Xn = bdy (Un), it does extend as a Borel bijection of a set of full Xn
measure on Xn, onto a set of full dd measure on S1. The extension is non-unique, but
it is determined up to sets of measure zero at each end. We denote by Hn the image
in S1 oi F under such a bijection.
1. Let U be an FRS set with components Un (n = 1,2, 3,...) and harmonic
measure A. Let F be a closed subset of clos (U). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (U,F) is a Farrell pair;
(2) (Un,F n clos ([/„)) is Farrell, for each n;
(3) for each /e#°°(£7),
I/KII/IIFHI/.
A-a.e. onF;
(4) For each n, dd-almost-every point of Hn is a non-tangential point of <j)n{F n Un);
(5) for each closed set A cz F 0 bdy (U), there is a sequence of measures [in (n = 1,2,
3,...) with compact support lying in F (] U, and having ||/tn|| ^ A(^4) such that
[in^-X\A,
in the weak-star topology of H^(U)*.
THEOREM

In the case when U is the unit disc, this theorem is due to Stray [4].
Note that the equivalence of (1) and (2) does not state that 'there is no interaction
between distinct components in this problem'. It takes this neat form because of the
formulation in terms of closed sets F.
We observe that (5) is equivalent to the same statement, with 'closed set' replaced
by 'Borel set'.
We note that it is not true that (U,F) is Farrell if and only if ([/*, F) is Farrell. The
latter condition implies the former, but not conversely. The classical cornucopia
(Figure 1) provides an example.
An example with smoothly bounded components is provided by the budding disc
(Figure 2).
Letting U denote the union of the buds,

U=\J

(J{xeC:\z-apJ<2-*P},

p-2j-0

where

apj = (1 +2~2P) exp (2nj/2p),
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Fig. 1. The cornucopia.

Fig. 2. The budding disc.

we find that U* is obtained from U by adding the open unit disc. Taking
8 = {apy.p>

2,0 *Zj ^2'},

and F = clos($), we see that {U,F) is once again Farrell, while (U*,F) is not.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
We begin with a lemma about FRS sets.
LEMMA

1. If V is a union of components of an FRS set, then V is itself an FES set.

Proof. Let u be an FRS set, with components Ux, U2, U3,..., and let
neJ

be a union of components of U. We must prove that for each neJ the set Un is a
component of V*.
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Fix neJ, and let Wbe the component of V* that contains Un.IfW+ Un, then there
exists a point
aeW fl b d y ( [ / J c V* n bdy(E7j.
But then a e b d y (£/*), since bdy (£/„) c bdy (£/*) and [/is FRS. Since C\clos(£/*) is a
subset of C\F, this implies that aeclos(C\F*), contradicting the openness of V*.
Thus W = Unn. I
Now we begin the proof of Theorem 1. We use the notation
S = F0U,

Xn = bdy(Un),

Fn=F

0dos(Un),

Sn = F(]Un.

(1) => (2) Suppose that (U,F) is a Farrell pair. Fix n. LetfeHm(Un) and e > 0 be
given. We have to show that we may approximate/pointwise on Un by polynomials
pm satisfying
\\Pm\\un<\\f\\un

a n d \\Pm\\Fn^\\f\\Sn + e.

Extend / t o an element of Hm(U) by defining/= 0 on the remaining components
Um (m * n) o f U. T h e n \\f\\v = \\f\\Un a n d \\f\\F = \\f\\Fn, s o t h e e x i s t e n c e o f t h e

required polynomials pm follows from the fact that (U,F) is Farrell.
(2) => (3) This implication may be proved component be component. Further,
since, by Lemma 1, the components of an FRS set are themselves FRS sets, we may
suppose that U is connected for this part of the proof.
So let U be a connected FRS set and F c clos (U) be such that (U,F) is Farrell. We
must show that the extension / in Lm(A) has |/| ^ ||/|| s , A-a.e. This is implicitly
proved in Stray's paper, in the case when U = D, but we cannot simply reduce to
that case, because the conformal map from U to D may fail to extend continuously
(FRS examples exist; see Section 3, below), hence there is no simple correspondence
of Farrell pairs (U,F) and (D,F'). Here is a direct argument, based on Stray's idea.
Fix feHx{U) and tj > ||/|| s . Suppose (for a contradiction) that there exists a
compact set i c j P , with A(^4) > 0, on which \f\>7). By means of obvious
modification to/,7] and A, we may arrange that
\\f\\s^V<l

and

= \\f\\u

the real part 9?/ of/ exceeds \(T] +1) on A.
Let pmeC[z] be any sequence converging pointwise t o / o n U, with H^mll i/ ^ 1- We
claim that necessarily lim inf H^mllf > VBy Fatou's Lemma, we may choose zeU such that the harmonic measure v with
respect to z of A exceeds 1(3 + 7}) and 9?/(z) > 5(77 + 1). Then, for large enough m, we
get \Pm(z)\> ifo + 1). But

f \Pm(0\dv(0+ f
JA

,f,.

. . . f,

. .

J X\A

\pm(z)\dv(£) < \\p

WPJA

and this yields the claim.
This contradicts the assumption that {U,F) is Farrell. Thus (2) implies (3).
(3) => (1) We resume the consideration of the general FRS set U. Suppose that (3)
holds. We must show that (U,F) is Farrell.
Let /e//°°(C/) and e > 0 be given. Let 77 = ||/|| s + e. We will modify an argument
that goes back to Davie to show that / may be approximated pointwise on U by
polynomials pm that have \pm\ ^ I o n t/ and \pm\ < 77 on F.
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First, we e x t e n d / t o U* by defining/ = 0 on U*\U. This m a k e s / a n element of
HX(U*).
Let A* denote a harmonic measure for U* on X. Then A <^ A*.
Let
N={geC(Y):\\g\\F^V,

\\g\\y ^ 1}.

Here C(Y) denotes the uniform algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions
on Y.
By Mergelyan's Theorem [2], the closure of C[z] in C(Y) is the algebra A(Y) of all
those geC(Y) that are analytic on U*. Thus it is enough for us to show that/belongs
to the closure, in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of U. of
the set A7 n A(Y). This is a locally-convex topology, so we may apply the Separation
Theorem. Further, the continuous linear functionals on the space of analytic
functions on U, with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, are
represented by measures having compact support on U. Thus all we need show is that
fdfi

1

whenever [i is such a measure and satisfies
hd/i

1

for all heN 0 A(Y).
Let fi have these properties. The set N is the unit ball for an equivalent norm on
the space C(Y). Thus we may apply the Hahn-Banach Theorem and the Riesz
Representation Theorem to obtain a measure v, supported on Y, such that
gdv

[hdv= f.hd/i,

1,

forallgeiV

for all heN n A(Y).

It follows that
We claim that v\X is absolutely continuous with respect to A*. In fact, let /tx be
the balayage of ft to X, and let vl be the balayage of v \ U. Then /i1 and vx are
absolutely continuous with respect to A*, and fil — vx — (v\X) annihilates A(Y).
By a generalized F. and M. Riesz Theorem ([2], theorem II-8-6), the function
(ix — vx~(y\X) is absolutely continuous with respect to A*, hence so is v\X.
T h u s / is defined y-a.e., and we have that |/| ^ •)/, y-a.e. o n / , and |/| ^ 1. c-a.e.
on Y.
Choose gmeA(Y) such that gm ->/pointwise A*-a.e. on bdy (Y) and ||</m||y ^ 1- This
is possible, by the Farrell-Rubel-Shields Theorem and the Reduction of Norm
Theorem ([2], (VI-5-3)). Then

as required. Thus (3) implies (1).
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Before completing the proof, we give a second lemma.
2. Let / / c S 1 and SeD be Borel sets. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) dd-almost every point of H is a non-tangential limit point of S;
(2) for each Borel set T a H there is a sequence of measures /tn, (n = 1,2,3,...) with
compact support lying in S, and having total mass less than or equal to the dd-measure
\T\ of T, such that /iw-^d6\ T, in the weak-star topology in HX(D)*.
(3) | / | < ll/lls dO-a.e. on H.for eachfeH°°(D). (Here/denotes the non-tangential limit
LEMMA

off-)
In formulating condition (2), we take the point of view that dd\E acts on HX{T))
via the usual (Fatou) map/H>/#oo(D)->Lco(eZ0).
Note in particular that condition (2) does not just say that /in^dd\E in the usual
weak-star topology on measures (i.e. weak-star in O(clos (D))). That would not be
sufficient, and (2) is a much stronger statement.
It is not hard to see that it is equivalent to demand condition (2) only for closed
sets T<=H.
Proof of Lemma 2. (1)=>(2) Assume
tangential limit point of S, and let T be
that zeS 1 is an a-non-tangential limit
converging to z, such that
a.\z-zn\

that almost every point of H is a nona closed subset of H. For a > 0, let us say
point of S if there is a sequence zneS,
s$ l - | z j .

We may assume that there exists a > 0 such that each point of T is an a-nontangential limit point of S, because the general T may be written as a disjoint union

T=

U Tm,
m-l
P

where

U Tn
m-l

takes up all but the 2~p-th part of the measure of T, and all points of Tm are a-nontangential limit points of S for some am > 0. Given suitable sequences vm n for Tm,
their term-by-term sum does the trick for T.
For seS, let Ws denote the arc of S1
For each n, take r = (n—i)/n. Then r < 1, and the arcs Ws corresponding to
seS with \s\ > r give a fine covering of T, and so we may select points smeS
(m = 1.2,3,...) with |s m | > r such that the corresponding Ws are pairwise disjoint
and cover d#-almost-all of T. Choose an integer M such that
M

has all but a proportion 1 — r of the dd-measure of T. Define vn to be the atomic
measure having mass IM^ | at the point sm. Thus vn is a finite sum of point masses,
supported on S.
It follows easily, using the fact that functions belonging to // X (D) have nontangential limits a.e. d6, that vn->dd\T\ in the weak-star topology on # X (D).
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Fig. 3.

(2)=>(3) Suppose that (2) holds. If some/e#°°(D) satisfied |/| > ||/|| s , then we
could choose a closed set T a H, a unimodular constant w and a positive e such that
9l(w/) > ||/||,s + e on T. Taking vn as in (2), we would then have

\h--L

fdd

>0

for all n, contradicting the weak-start convergence.
(3)=>(1) This was proved by Stray[4], p. 302, in the course of proving his
theorem. I
We note from the proof that the measures vn may be taken discrete, if that is
desired.
We now continue the proof of Theorem 1.
(4)o(3) Since each function in i/°°(£4) extends to a function in HX(U), condition
(3) of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the condition that for each n and each geHx(D),
the non-tangential boundary values g on S1 satisfy
\§\

dd-a.e.onHn

This is because w i t h / = gocpn, we g e t / = go(j>n a.e. An.
Thus the equivalence of conditions (3) and (4) of the Theorem follows from the
equivalence of conditions (1) and (3) of Lemma 2.
(5)<=>(3) In the same way, the equivalence of conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 2
shows that condition (3) of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following statement:
for each n and for each Borel set T c Hn there is a sequence of measures fim,
(TO = 1,2,3,...) with compact support lying in 4>n{Sn), and having total mass less
in the weak-star
than or equal to the d#-measure \T\ of T, such that /im^d6\T
topology on Hm(D)*.
Since all the terms in this statement are conformally invariant, we obtain the
equivalence of condition (5) of the Theorem.
This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
3. Remarks and further results
(3 l) Figure 3 shows an example of an FRS set U for which the conformal map
from U to D is not uniformly continuous.
-
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(3-2) Let U be a FRS set and F c clos(E/) be closed.
From the proof of Theorem 1, we see that (U,F) is Farrell if and only if (U*,F*)
is Farrell, where F* is obtained from F by adding to it a set Sn in each component
Un of U* \ U for which the harmonic measure with respect to Un of F is positive, in
such a way that
clos (Sn) =Sn\J

(bdy (Un 0 F))

and

{Un, clos (Sn)) is a Farrell set.

(3-3) Let U = U Un be an FRS set and S c U. If (£/, clos (S)) is Farrell, then there
does not exist n such that
Are(clos (S) \ clos (Un n £)) > 0.
For if there were such an n, we could choose a function u, harmonic on Un, with
u = 0 near clos (Un [) S) C\ bdy (Un),

u = 1 on a set of positive Are measure on clos($), and
0 < u < 1 on t^.
Defining / = exp(u + tu*) on L^, and / = 0 on the remaining components of U, we
would have
ll/llc=l,
\\f\\s=\\f\\SnUn<l,
but
|/| = 1 on a set of positive A measure.
Thus condition (3) of Theorem 1 would fail, with-f = clos(iS), hence (U, closS) is not
Farrell.
(3-4) In practical terms, if it is desired to check that some pair is a Farrell pair,
then (4) and (5) of Theorem 1 are the most readily verified.
It is not, in general, possible to phrase the conditions in terms of non-tangential
approach, in the original set U. Non-tangential approach (approach from a sector) is
not a conformally invariant idea, and (as is known) there may be almost no points
on bdy (Un) that are non-tangentially approachable.
Condition (5) has the advantage that it does not refer to the conformal maps,
about which little may be known. It has the disadvantage that weak-star
convergence with respect to //°°(t/) may be difficult to check. In general, it is fair to
say that the sets for which the conformal maps are ill-behaved are the same as those
for which the weak-star convergence is hard to check, so there is little to choose
between the two conditions.
(3-5) The property of being a Farrell pair is not topological, i.e. there exist pairs
(U,F) and (F, G), mapped one to the other by a global homeomorphism of C, such
that (U,F) is Farrell and (V, G) is not. To make such an example, modify the budding
disc in such a way that the closure of the set of buds meets the unit circle (the
boundary of the inner disc) only on a subset K that is perfect and has length zero.
Take U to be the union of the central disc and the set of all the buds, and S to be the
set of buds. Let F = S U K. Then (U,F) is a Farrell pair, since K has harmonic
measure zero for all components oft/. We may construct a homeomorphism of C onto
itself, of the form
l
F ( 6 l )
where xjr is a periodic homeomorphism of R onto itself, with the property that
has positive length. The result is that (¥"(£/), *F(if)) is not Farrell, because condition
(3) of Theorem 1 fails. In fact, one can see that the characteristic function of the set
of buds cannot be suitably approximated by polynomials.
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(3-6) If the boundary of U is locally smooth off an exceptional set which for each
n is the union of a set of Hausdorff dimension less than 1 and a countable union of
impressions of prime ends of Un, then (by Makarov's Theorem [3]) each An is mutually
absolutely continuous with respect to length (1-dimensional Hausdorff measure) and
(by a well known result on conformal mapping) non-tangentiality transfers faithfully
under the conformal map <f>n, so that we can then rephrase the property of being a
Farrell pair in terms of non-tangential limits. This covers all but extremely
pathological examples. However, it must be said that extremely pathological
examples are generic in plane topology. For instance, one can find three simply
connected open sets with the same boundary.
(3-7) Another consequence of Makarov's Theorem is that if F is a compact set of
Hausdorff dimension less than 1, then (U,K) is a Farrell pair whenever U is a FRS
set whose closure contains K.
(3-8) The property of being a Farrell pair can be rephrased in terms of the maximal
ideal space M (or character space) of the uniform algebra HX(U). Here is a brief
summary of the relevant facts. There is a continuous projection n:M->C denned by
n((f)) = <fi(zt^z). The algebra HX(U) is isometrically isomorphic to the Z00 orthogonal
direct sum of the uniform algebras Hm(Un). For each n, we may consider the maximal
ideal space Mn of Hx(Un). There is usually more to M than the disjoint union of the
Mn, but the rest of it will not concern us.
The harmonic measure An (for the fixed point aneUn) on Xn lifts to Mn in many
ways, but in one special way. The Shilov boundary Shn of Mn may be identified with
the Choquet boundary of the space of bounded harmonic functions on Un; there is a
unique probability measure A* on Shn such that

f

* -

J Sh n

whenever h is a bounded harmonic function on Un; evidently TT*A* = An.
2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the following are equivalent:
(1) the pair (U,F) is a Farrell pair;
(2) for each feHm(U)
and each n, we have | / ( 0 ) | ^ ll/ll^nc/ for
A*-almost-all

THEOREM

(3) for each n, A*-almost-all points ofn~l(F) belong to the weak-star closure in HX{U)*

ofUoF.
Apart from the considerably enhanced level of abstraction, the proof of this is not
essentially different from that of the theorems about Ans.
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